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Abstract We performed dynamic crystallization experiments in the CMAS system at 1 atm to investigate the
evolution of the morphology of forsterite crystals as a
function of cooling rate and degree of undercooling. In
sections parallel to the (010) plane, we observed the
evolution of the forsterite morphology from tablets to
hopper (skeletal) crystals, and then to swallowtail shapes
(dendritic morphology) for increased degree of undercooling. The other shapes described in the literature
can be interpreted as particular sections of those three
shapes. The onset of dendritic growth is due to a competition between the growth of the faces of the initial
hopper crystal and dendrite overgrowths. The forsterite
dendrites are formed by a succession of units which look
like hopper shapes. This result has been tested by an
additional set of experiments.

Introduction
Crystals with rapid growth textures are found in many
rock types and settings: pillow lavas (Bryan 1972;
Kirkpatrick 1978; Kirkpatrick and Hodges 1978),
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xenoliths (Faure et al. 2001a), dykes (Ohnenstetter and
Brown 1992), comb-layered rocks (Lofgren and Donaldson 1975), chondrules (Hewins et al. 1981; Lofgren
and Russell 1986; Lofgren 1989), tektites (Smit et al.
1992), pseudotachylites (Techmer et al. 1996); komatiites
(Donaldson 1982; Arndt 1986; Renner et al. 1994;
Barnes 1998). Olivine has been the most widely studied
rapidly grown mineral (Drever and Johnston 1957;
Donaldson 1976, 1977; Kirkpatrick et al. 1983; Arndt
et al. 1984; Arndt and Engelhardt 1987; Jambon et al.
1992). Donaldson (1976) deﬁned ten types of olivine
morphologies as a function of the cooling rate and the
degree of undercooling. However, he proposed no developmental model between the diﬀerent shapes. On the
other hand, several of these morphologies have been
observed coexisting side by side in the same rock where
the cooling rate was the same (Natland 1979). Sunagawa
(1981, 1987) proposed that crystal morphology depends
on the degree of supersaturation (or undercooling) and
explained the evolution of crystal habit by changes of
growth mechanism. We performed experiments in order
to link Sunagawa’s model to the morphologies of
Donaldson. The two fundamental points of this study
are: (1) to propose a three-dimensional pattern of the
olivine dendrites, (2) to determine a developmental
model of forsterite morphologies mainly as a function of
undercooling and for restricted inﬂuence of the cooling
rate.

Experimental procedures
The starting material was glass prepared from a mixture of reagent
grade oxides: 51.34% SiO2, 14.14% Al2O3, 17.39% CaO and
17.11% MgO by weight (Fig. 1). The oxides were mixed in an agate
mortar, then melted for 24 h at 1,400 C (about 50 C above the
liquidus) in air in a platinum crucible, then quenched in water. The
resulting glass was then ground in an agate mortar. The powder
was formed into pellets (3–4 mm in diameter and 1–2 mm thick)
and placed on a platinum wire loop at the end of a ceramic rod
situated at the hot spot of a one-atmosphere, vertical tube furnace
(Donaldson et al. 1975a). The ceramic rod contains a (PtRh6/
PtRh30) thermocouple located within 1 cm of the pellets. The
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(Walker et al. 1976: Donaldson et al. 1975b) and then obtain all
steps of olivine growth, we decided to take advantage of this phenomenon, and platinum impurities were added to the starting glass.

Description of morphologies
Five diﬀerent morphologies have been distinguished:
polyhedral, tabular, skeletal, dendritic and feather
shape. Results of dynamic crystallization experiments
are presented in Table 1. The olivine crystallises with the
Pbnm space group and the unit cell a=4.75 Å,
b=10.19 Å and c=5.98 Å.

Polyhedral crystal
Fig. 1 Projection from SiO2 component of composition of starting
materials (circle) plotted on the liquidus diagram of the system
forsterite–diopside–anorthite (after Presnall et al. 1978)
thermocouple was calibrated against the melting points of gold
(1,064C) and palladium (1,552C). The charges were ﬁrst melted
for 1 h above the liquidus (22 C <+DT <124 C), +DT: the
degree of superheating corresponding to the diﬀerence between the
annealing temperature and the liquidus temperature. The charges
were then cooled at a constant rate varying from 1 to 1,890 C/h
(dynamic crystallization experiment). At the end of the experiments, the samples were quenched by dropping them into water.
In this study, we used the ‘‘nominal undercooling’’ (-DT)
deﬁned by Kirkpatrick et al. (1981) as liquidus temperature
(Tliquidus=1,342 C for this composition) minus quench temperature. This nominal undercooling is diﬀerent from the actual
degree of undercooling which is the diﬀerence between the actual
temperature of a liquid or a liquid-crystal system and the liquidus at some point in time (Lofgren, 1975). In experiments, the
‘‘actual degree’’ of undercooling is generally measured as temperature diﬀerence between the liquidus temperature and a
temperature plateau at which the sample is maintained for a
ﬁnite time. However, even with this experimental method, the
actual degree of undercooling is not known accurately. This is
because during crystallization the liquid composition changes
and therefore its liquidus temperature also changes. As a result,
the accurate determination of the actual degree of undercooling
is complex. In a previous study devoted (1) to the inﬂuence of
the cooling rate on the heterogeneous nucleation rate, and (2) to
chemical investigation of the crystal-liquid interface, we showed
that the nominal undercooling is a good approximation of the
degree of undercooling when the cooling rate is rapid (Faure
2001). In fact, in this condition, the growth is controlled by
diﬀusion and the chemical composition of the liquid (now glass)
is aﬀected by crystal growth only in a narrow zone (<100 lm)
around it. Therefore, liquidus temperature is not changed away
from the crystal. For this reason, we have adopted the thermal
convention deﬁned by Kirkpatrick et al. (1981).
After experiments, charges were mounted in epoxy and prepared as doubly polished thin sections. The thin sections were
studied by optical and scanning electron microscope (SEM). SEM
work was carried out on a Cambridge-Leica Stereoscan 360 at
Université Blaise Pascal, equipped with an X-ray analyser operating in energy dispersive mode. We used mainly the backscattered
electron mode on polished thin sections, with 20-kV accelerating
voltage, 2-nA probe current, 17-mm working distance.
Heterogeneous nucleation on platinum wire is a common feature observed in the charge obtained by this experimental method
(Berkebile and Dowty 1982: Lofgren 1983: Lofgren and Russell
1986). In order to reduce or eliminate the delay of nucleation

Polyhedral shaped crystals always display well-deﬁned
faces (Fig. 2). According to Deer et al. (1962), these
faces are commonly: {010}, {021}, {110}, {120} and
{101}. These crystals generally contain spherical or
elongated glass inclusions.

Tabular morphology
Crystals display a tabular habit (Fig. 3). The crystal
growth is preferentially developed in the [100] and [001]
directions and less in the [010] direction. The rectangular
shape is thus observed when the crystal is orientated
under [010] zone axis. For sections normal to (010), the
crystal has a needle-like shape. The tabular shape is less
common than other morphologies and it is always associated with polyhedral or hopper crystals.
Skeletal forsterite: hopper morphology
At ﬁrst glance, two morphologies seem to be evident in
Fig. 4A. Some crystals have an hexagonal shape while
others display an hourglass morphology. In fact, they
are the same, but viewed along diﬀerent zone axes. The
hourglass shape corresponds to observations roughly
orientated under the [010] direction, while hexagonal
sections (Fig. 4A, B) represent observations along [100].
Figure 4A shows hopper crystals are prismatic, elongated along the [100] direction. Figure 4B shows that the
external faces of the prism are mainly (010) and {021}. A
peculiarity of hopper crystals is that the top of the prism
is not limited by well-deﬁned (100) faces, but terminates
in large cavities ﬁlled with glass (Fig. 4A). This hollow is
typical of hopper crystals. The morphology of the cavity
corresponds to a concentric stair-like microstructure
(Fig. 4B).
An interpretative sketch of the hopper crystal morphology is presented Fig. 4C. When observed under the
[010] direction, the cavity gives rise to the speciﬁc
hourglass morphology, which is better seen under crossed-polars (Fig. 4D, E). These ﬁgures show that the
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Table 1 Results of dynamic crystallisationexperiments. +DT=Tinitial)Tliquidus, )DT=Tliquidus)Tquench, morphologies
Run no.

F2/337
F2/573
F2/576
F2/422
F2/518
F2/577
F2/578
F2/545
F2/325
F2/272
F2/520
F2/320
F2/318
F2/319
F2/488
F2/286
F2/293
F2/352
F2/356
F2/353
F2/355
F2/354
F2/357
F2/308
F2/309
F2/344
F2/312
F2/310
F2/343
F2/288
F2/326
F2/338
F2/341
F2/359
F2/360
F2/361
F2/362
F2/369
F2/287
F2/418
F2/365
F2/364
F2/366
F2/432
F2/429
F2/367
F2/368
F2/371
F2/292
F2/373
F2/374
F2/375
F2/431
F2/400
F2/399
F2/396
F2/398
F2/397
F2/401
F2/402
F2/377
F2/376
F2/380
F2/295
F2/575

Morphologies
of forsteritea

Other minerals
and comments

(C)

)DT=
Tliquidus)Tquench
(C)

1,298
1,318
1,300
1,280
1,272
1,268
1,262
1,226
1,294
1,294
1,308
1,298
1,296
1,293
1,156
1,294
1,286
1,308
1,298
1,292
1,286
1,276
1,262
1,322
1,302
1,298
1,293
1,290
1,287
1,262
1,261
1,166
1,106
1,290
1,282
1,276
1,271
1,266
1,274
1,196
1,276
1,270
1,261
1,234
1,196
1,276
1,266
1,250
1,288
1,272
1,258
1,242
1,194
1,291
1,282
1,272
1,264
1,254
1,245
1,238
1,290
1,250
1,226
1,282
1,282

44
24
42
62
70
74
80
116
48
48
34
44
46
49
186
48
56
34
44
50
56
66
80
20
40
44
49
52
55
80
81
176
236
52
60
66
71
76
68
146
66
72
81
108
146
66
76
92
54
70
84
100
148
51
60
70
78
88
97
104
52
92
116
60
60

P

Pt capsule
*
*
*
*
*
*
D pyroxene

+DT=
Tstarting)Tliquidus
(C)

dT/dt

Tquench

(C/h)

34
40
38
52
43
38
38
22
32
29
42
32
32
32
57
30
124
43
43
44
43
44
43
32
33
34
33
34
34
30
32
33
33
42
42
42
42
42
31
42
42
42
42
44
46
42
42
42
30
42
42
42
44
43
43
43
43
43
42
44
42
42
42
30
48

1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
9.6
45.5
47
47
47
47
47
97.5
97.5
188
188
188
188
188
188
225
225
225
225
225
225
225
225
225
225
361
361
361
361
361
422
447
525
525
525
670
670
692
692
692
758
837
837
837
886
991
991
991
991
991
991
991
1,155
1,155
1,155
1,246
1,552

P
P+T
H
P+H
P+ T
H
H
H
T+ H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H + ‘‘b’’
H
H
H
H
T+H
H
H
H + ‘‘b’’
D
D
H
H
b+H
b
b
H
D
H + ‘‘b’’
b
‘‘b’’
D
D
H
b
b
H
b
b
b+D
D
H
‘‘H’’
H
b
b
D
D
H
b
D
H
H+b

D pyroxene

Only one crystal

Pt capsule
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Table 1 (Contd.)
Run no.

F2/541
F2/297
F2/510
F2/509
F2/329
F2/527
F2/296
F2/519
F2/525
F2/507
F2/515
F2/506
F2/332
F2/458
F2/408
F2/490
F2/487
F2/491
F2/481
F2/333

Morphologies
of forsteritea

(C)

)DT=
Tliquidus)Tquench
(C)

1,242
1,284
1,274
1,238
1,220
1,208
1,186
1,177
1,152
1,126
1,126
1,100
1,084
1,076
1,063
1,019
1,004
1,001
1,000
986

100
58
68
104
122
134
156
165
190
216
216
242
258
266
279
323
338
341
342
356

D
H
b
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

+DT=
Tstarting)Tliquidus
(C)

dT/dt

Tquench

(C/h)

50
30
44
44
33
42
30
41
41
46
45
46
33
36
42
38
36
36
36
33

1,552
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890
1,890

Other minerals
and comments

a
P Polyhedral, T tablet, H hopper, b baby swallowtail, D dendrite (swallowtail, rods),’’ ‘‘ beginning of the shape, * charges were cooled at
1,725 C/h before quenching

Fig. 2 SEM image of a polyhedral forsterite. Note the large
rounded glass inclusion located at the centre of the crystal. The
charge is crowded by dendritic pyroxenes (cooling rate: 2 C/h;
)DT=116 C)

Fig. 3 Photomicrograph of tabular crystal observed along [010]
zone axis (cooling rate: 97.5 C/h; )DT=48 C)

shape of the cavity depends on the size of the hopper
crystals. In smaller crystallites (Fig. 4D), the cavities are
V-shaped and the interface between the crystal and the
glassy pockets does not present a step-like morphology,

at least at the scale of optical microscopy. In larger
crystals, however, the cavity has a U-shape and the
glass-crystal interface always exhibits step morphology
(Fig. 4B, F, G). With regard to the [100] direction, the
step morphology is built up of oblique faces (of the
{hk0} and {hkl} types) which alternate along [100] with
(100) faces (Fig. 4G). Such macrosteps, whose sizes
range from a few microns to about 10 lm, have been
described and interpreted as a growth texture by Chernov and Nishinaga (1987).
The development of the stair-like morphology is
strongly inﬂuenced by the thermal treatment. If the
cooling rate of the sample is high, vicinal faces are
formed and the step morphology is poorly developed.
On the other hand, when the sample is brieﬂy maintained
isothermally, i.e. few minutes of annealing treatment
before being quenched, the step morphology is apparent
at the optical scale (Fig. 4B). These results suggest that
the steps correspond to macroscopic growth ledges. This
growth-ledge mechanism takes place to ﬁll up the cavity
situated at the top of the hopper crystal. This inference is
supported by further experiments in which samples were
annealed for several hours before quench. In these,
hopper crystals are seldom seen and hopper cavities are
always ﬁlled up by the growth of olivine (Fig. 4H).
Dendritic forsterite: swallowtail and rod morphologies
The dendrites present a (010) discoid shape. Swallowtail
shape (Figs. 5, 6) corresponds to a section parallel to
(010) plane of dendritic forsterite and represents a plane
view of the dendrite while rod morphology (Fig. 8)
corresponds to a cross section of the dendrite.
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Fig. 4 Photomicrographs of
hopper morphology. A
Hourglass and hexagonal
shapes together (cooling rate:
225 C/h; )DT=80 C). B
Hexagonal shape observed in
section parallel to (100) plane
showing the stair-like texture
(cooling rate: 47 C/h;
)DT=48 C, crystal stayed
isothermally 3 min at quench
temperature). C Interpretative
sketch of hopper crystal
morphology. D Small
hourglass-shaped hopper
crystal observed in section
parallel to (010) plane. Under
crossed-polarised light the
cavities are revealed by a strong
contrast due to the presence of
the glass. The end of the
hourglass cavity has a V-shape
(cooling rate: 692 C/h;
)DT=76 C). E Large hopper
crystal showing a more complex
cavity. The end is more or less
ﬂat (U-shape) due to the
presence of a tabular olivine
(cooling rate: 422 C/h;
)DT=68 C). F The internal
part of the hopper cavity which
shows macrosteps (cooling rate:
188 C/h; )DT=56 C). G
Interpretative sketch of F. H
The cavity of the hexagonal
shape starts to ﬁll up when the
crystal stays 30 min at quench
temperature (cooling rate:
225 C/h; )DT=49 C)

Swallowtail crystals have a straight extinction and are
grey in crossed polars. Indexation of crystallographic
faces (Fig. 5) has been conﬁrmed by electron diﬀraction
experiments (Faure and Trolliard 1999). Two shapes are
distinguished, depending on the degree of development
of the dendrite but not the size of crystals: baby swallowtail shape at the beginning of the dendritic growth
and swallowtail morphology when the dendrites are well
developed. These shapes are seen as hopper crystals
which have dendrite overgrowths.
Baby swallowtail shape
This shape displays an hourglass crystal (hopper crystal)
in the centre, similar to those described above, and

overgrowths are observed inside the cavity of this hopper crystal (Fig. 5A, B). Their thickness in the [010] direction is few microns and these overgrowths are
actually elongated in the [100] direction.
Figure 5C, D displays a section with a large tilt to
[100]. One overgrowth extends from the cavity of a
hopper crystal and is delimited by external {021} and
(010) crystalline faces. Slight focus variations performed
with the optical microscope reveal that these overgrowths are also hollow shaped, with a central cavity
ﬁlled by glass. Figure 5A, B show that these overgrowths look like half hourglass crystals when observed
under [010] zone axis direction.
These features indicate that overgrowths in the hopper crystal cavities are built up in a way similar to the
hopper crystals themselves and consequently have the
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Fig. 6 Photomicrographs of swallowtail olivines observed in
section parallel to (010) plane. A Swallowtail crystal displaying
dendritic ﬁbres which develop from corners of the hopper crystal
(cooling rate: 1,890 C/h, )DT=122 C). B When undercooling
increases, the swallowtail crystal develops along [100] and [001]
directions and constitutes a complex dendritic feature (cooling rate:
1,890 C/h, )DT=216 C). C Enlargement of the squared area in B
showing four generations of dendritic ﬁbres and their relationships.
The four directions of ﬁbres and their relative chronology are
identiﬁed on the upper right side of the photo. Arrows show the
relationships between ﬁbres of the three last generations. D Small
swallowtail olivine which seems to have no hourglass shape in the
centre and grew directly on a platinum impurity (cooling rate:
1,890 C/h, )DT=134 C)

Fig. 5 Photomicrographs and interpretative sketches of baby
swallowtail morphology. A Baby swallowtail olivine displaying
an hourglass shape in the centre. Overgrowths develop inside the
cavity of the hopper crystal but never at the end of the hole (cooling
rate: 692 C/h; )DT=76 C). B Interpretative sketch of A. C Baby
swallowtail morphology observed in section tilted with regard to
[100] zone axis. Overgrowth displays the same morphology as
hopper crystal: (010) and (021) faces and cavity ﬁlled by glass
(cooling rate: 361 C/h; )DT=71 C). D Interpretative sketch of
(C). E Overgrowths forming tablets which develop around the
hopper crystal (cooling rate: 991 C/h; )DT=88 C). F Interpretative sketch of E. G Diﬀerent growth steps observed on a baby
swallowtail crystal (cooling rate: 525 C/h; )DT=72 C). H
Interpretative sketch of G. 1 represents the initial hourglass shape
(hopper crystal). 2 A large hourglass develops inside the hopper
crystal and protrudes outside of the cavity. This large overgrowth
develops around the hopper crystal but is never in contact with it. 3
Second generation of overgrowths on the ﬁrst large one. The
second generation prevents growth of the hopper crystal in this
zone. 4 The zone of parent hopper crystal which is not in
competition with overgrowths can grow

from the bottom of the hopper cavity. In fact, each
cavity of the parent hopper crystals presents a boundary
(named ‘‘transition line’’ on Fig. 5B) above which the
overgrowths can grow. However, near this transition
line, the size of the observed overgrowths is generally
very small. The size of the latter gradually increases as
their position moves toward the upper part of the cavity.
Some are suﬃciently developed to surround the parent
hopper crystal (Fig. 5E, F, arrows). Figure 5G, H shows
a secondary set of hopper crystals (overgrowth: 2) that
are more developed than the parent hopper crystal
which is easily identiﬁed by its central platinum inclusion. Note that the overgrowth presents a cavity containing a secondary set of overgrowths (see 3 in
Fig. 5H). This secondary set corresponds to a third
generation of hopper crystals. The development of the
(001) external face of the parent hopper crystal has been
impeded by the growth of the secondary set of overgrowths in Fig. 5G, H. Baby swallowtail morphology is
thus the initial degree of the dendritic growth.
Swallowtail morphology s.s.

same morphology. They can be considered as secondary
sets of hopper crystals. It is evident that overgrowths are
only located in the upper part of the cavity of the parent
hopper crystal. These overgrowths never start to grow

Swallowtail morphology can be seen as an hourglass
crystal on which dendrites are developed (Fig. 6A).
Swallowtail crystals thus diﬀer from baby swallowtails,
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by the occurrence of abundant dendritic growth. The
dendrites seem to grow on the corners of the prism of the
hopper crystal. Dendritic ﬁbres are slightly arching but
seem to grow along the [101] and [-101] direction, as
previously observed by Donaldson (1976). The relationship between the hopper crystal and the dendrites is
seen best between crossed polars (Fig. 6B). The overall
dendritic microstructure extinguishes homogeneously.
Even the hopper crystal and dendrites extinguish simultaneously, demonstrating their optical and therefore
crystallographic continuity.
In more detail, the dendrites are composed of several
sets of ﬁbres corresponding to several generations of
crystallites. The arrangement of ﬁbres shows generally
the same pattern. First, the four principal and primary
ﬁbres form the frame of the dendritic domain. The second generation of ﬁbres (labelled 2 in Fig. 6C) develops
on the primary ones. The growth of the secondary ﬁbres
is not uniform. For example, if we consider Fig. 6A, the
set of secondary ﬁbres is more developed on the primary
ﬁbres labelled 1 and 4 than on those labelled 2 and 3.
This is a general feature and swallowtail microstructures
always present two primary ﬁbres on which the set of
secondary ﬁbres are better developed and they are always situated on opposite sides of the dendrite, with
regard to the (001) plane of the hopper crystal. Figure 6C shows the diﬀerent generations of ﬁbres developed around hopper crystals. In addition to the sets of
primary and secondary ﬁbres, there are third and fourth
generation. The directions of these diﬀerent sets of ﬁbres
are reported on the upper right side of Fig. 6C and only
two crystallographic directions of growth are found,
[101] and [-101]. Some of the ﬁbres of second generation
are very short compared to others, in particular when
the third generation ﬁbres impede their growth (Fig. 6C,
see arrows). This observation suggests there was competitive growth of the ﬁbres of the diﬀerent generations.

Fig. 8 SEM and optical images of the rods. A SEM image of four
parallel rods named chain olivine by Donaldson (1976). They are
constituted by units apparently more or less connected (cooling
rate: 225 C/h, )DT=176 C). B Photomicrograph of lattice
olivine (cooling rate: 1,890 C/h, )DT=258 C). C SEM image
of branching olivine. Note the microfractures which corresponds to
[100] direction of olivine and extends into the glass (cooling rate:
225 C/h, )DT=176 C)

In agreement with Kirkpatrick et al. (1981), we can
see no critical size of the hopper crystal for the onset of
dendritic growth. In the same sample, very small swallowtails (1–2 lm for the smallest) are observed near
larger ones. Optical microscopy observations suggest
that larger denditic units lack hourglass shape in the
centre and grow directly on a platinum impurity
(Fig. 6D). However, transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) studies conﬁrm that hourglass shape is present at
all scales (Faure et al., submitted).
Swallowtail crystal observed directly on the surface of
the charge (before being mounted in epoxy) show a
pyramidal shape (Fig. 7). The hopper crystal ﬁrst develops from impurities located on the charge (Fig. 7)
and the crystal grows into the charge. This conﬁguration
shows that overgrowths are piled up like a pyramid.
Swallowtails may show twin microstructures. Additionally, a few half swallowtail crystals may grow from
the same impurity to form a bunch.
As previously mentioned, the rod shape (Fig. 8)
corresponds to a cross section of the discoid shaped
dendrite. This result is supported by an exhaustive study
by TEM (Faure et al. 2001b). The rods correspond to
sections performed parallel to (h0l) plane (with h or l
possibly equal to zero) of the crystals. When the k index
is other than zero, the transverse sections correspond to
either lattice olivine (Fig. 8B) or branching olivine
(Fig. 8C) in the nomenclature adopted by Donaldson
(1976). The dendritic crystals are composed either of a
single rod or of small groups of three or four parallel
rods (Fig. 8A). It is important to note that when several
parallel rods are observed within a thin section, they
exhibit a common extinction, attesting that they belong

Fig. 7 SEM images of swallowtail crystal observed on the surface
of the charge (cooling rate: 1,890 C/h, cooling beyond the glass
transition)
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to the same structural entity, i.e. to the same dendrite.
These elongated crystals correspond to chain olivine
of Donaldson (1976) and in optical microscopy they
display a straight extinction when observed in crosspolarised light. Inside the rods, there is a complex
microstructure composed of units which have a ‘‘ﬂattened Maltese cross’’ or ‘‘ornamental lantern form’’
(Bryan 1972), termed H-shape by Donaldson (1976).
The morphology of these subunits is, however, always
very similar to those observed on hopper crystal under
reﬂected light. These units commonly seem to have no
inter-connection (Fig. 8A), but their optical continuity
proves that they must be in the third dimension.
Feather olivine
Charges which stayed more than 5–6 h isothermally at
800–900 C display very ﬁne ﬁbres, which developed on
the dendritic ﬁbres of the swallowtail crystals (Fig. 9A)
as well as on the rods (Fig. 9A, B). However, this ﬁne
texture is always observed at the extremity of rods,
which corresponds to the periphery of the swallowtail
crystals, i.e. the periphery of the discoid shape of the
dendrite. When observed in crossed polars, the tiny
crystallites and the dendrites extinguish simultaneously.
These small olivine crystals are thus perfectly orientated
on the swallowtail crystal. As observed by Arndt et al.
(1984), these ﬁne ﬁbres are slightly browner than the
swallowtail crystals (Fig. 9A). This type of texture
could, at ﬁrst glance, be interpreted as a form of olivine
spherulite (Keith and Padden 1963; Lofgren 1971).
However, the tiny crystals which compose spherulites
are slightly disorientated one to another, which is not the
case in the studied system. This is the reason why we
prefer to call this peculiar microstructure feather olivine
(Fig. 9C), as previously named by Donaldson (1976). It
is always associated with dendritic pyroxene in the
Fig. 9 Optical and SEM images
of feather olivine (cooling rate:
89 C/h, )DT=46 C, then the
charge is cooled rapidly and
stays several hours at 900 C).
A Photomicrograph showing
ﬁne ﬁbres which develop on
swallowtail or rod olivine. B
Enlargement of the squared
area in A. Fine ﬁbres have the
same orientation as the rod
which is used as support. C
SEM image showing dendritic
pyroxene associated with
feather olivine

sample. Olivine spherulites (Radiate and feather olivines) seem to be due to devitriﬁcation rather than dynamic crystallization in our experiments because they
always take place near the glass transition.

Summary of the morphologies
Among the ten basic forms proposed by Donaldson
(1976), only four of them are retained to illustrate the
growth conditions:

–
–
–
–

the polyhedral shape,
the tabular form,
the hopper morphology,
the dendrites (baby swallowtail, swallowtail shapes
and rods).

Indeed, as previously established, the rods, the lattice
olivine, the chain olivine and the branching olivine
represent diﬀerent cross sections of the same kind of
crystals: the dendrites (swallowtail morphology).

Thermal parameters: cooling rate versus undercooling
The eﬀects of the cooling rate and the degree of undercooling have already been emphasised by numerous
authors (e.g. Donaldson et al 1975b; Coish and Taylor
1979; Lofgren, 1980, 1996). To appreciate the respective
inﬂuence of the cooling rate and the degree of undercooling on the morphology of olivine crystals, the
diﬀerent habits of olivine crystals present in the charges
are shown in a ‘‘cooling rate versus undercooling’’ diagram (Fig. 10).
In this diagram, hopper crystals and baby swallowtail
crystals are distinguished as two diﬀerent groups although baby swallowtail morphology corresponds to an
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Fig. 10 Morphology variations
of olivine as a function of the
cooling rate and undercooling.
A, B, C Evolution of the
morphology in section parallel
to (010) for a cooling rate of
1,890 C/h. Swallowtails and
rod shapes have been plotted
together, using the same symbol
because they occur in the same
samples. A Baby swallowtail
shape ()DT=68 C). B
Swallowtail shape
()DT=122 C). C For large
value of undercooling
()DT=258 C), the length of
the dendritic ﬁbres increases
signiﬁcantly

intermediate stage of evolution between the hopper
crystals and the dendritic olivine (see inserts A–C in
Fig. 10).
In Fig. 10, the existence of tabular crystals is also
reported. Very few experiments created this crystalline
shape suggesting that the stability ﬁeld of this habit is
very restricted in this diagram. This morphology is,
however, important as these crystals represent the prime
evolution towards rapid growth textures (see below).
The diagram shows a number of important features.
1. Whatever the degree of undercooling (up to 116 C),
the low cooling rate experiments (2 C/h) always
produce only polyhedral crystals.
2. When the cooling rate increases to 47 C/h, the
presence of polyhedral crystals vanishes progressively
and the majority of the crystals are tabular or hopper.
The virtual boundary separating these two crystalline
habits (polyhedral and tabular) can be considered as
the limit between the ‘‘steady state’’ growth shape
(polyhedral morphology) and the beginning of the
textures of rapid growth (tabular crystals). This limit
is indicated by dashed line owing to the lack of data
points. Beyond this boundary, the evolution of the
morphology of olivine crystals only depends on the
degree of undercooling and not on the cooling rate
(Fig. 10). The cooling rate changes only the size of
the crystals and the transition temperature between
the diﬀerent crystalline forms.
3. When undercooling ranges from 60–90 C, hopper
crystals develop overgrowths depending on the

cooling rate. The resultant morphology is a baby
swallowtail shape. Sometimes, in the same charge,
hopper crystal and baby swallowtail shape are present together permitting an accurate estimate of the
temperature of undercooling transition between the
two morphologies. The transition temperature decreases when the cooling rate increases. Other shapes
are always present with baby swallowtail crystal.
These shapes correspond to small rods (small dendrites).
4. For larger undercooling ()DT >70–90 C) as a
function of the cooling rate, only swallowtail crystals
(dendrites) are present.

Discussion of rapid growth morphologies
To correlate morphological observations between samples, they must be done in the same crystallographic
section, and only a section parallel to (010) plane allows
observation of crystal as a whole. In this orientation, the
evolution pattern is: tablethourglassbaby swallowtailswallowtail.
Evolution tablethopper crystal (hourglass shape)
The previous section has shown that in experiments
conducted at the same cooling rate display diﬀerent
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crystal morphologies as a function of the degree of
undercooling. For small undercooling, tablet morphology is observed and when samples are submitted to
higher degrees of undercooling, hopper crystals appear.
In detail, all these hopper crystals are not identical in the
same charge regarding the slope of their cavities. In the
case of U-shaped cavity crystals (Fig. 4E), the development of the hopper crystals is subsequent to the tabular
form (Fig. 11A, 1–3). For V-shaped cavity crystals
(Fig. 4D), the tabular morphology is not observed in the
centre of the hopper cavity. Therefore, V-shaped cavity
crystals can be considered as a real hopper form. Indeed,
as they do not derive from tabular crystals they nucleate
and grow in the stability ﬁeld of the hopper habit (Fig.
11 B, 1 and 2).
The fact that these two crystalline shapes are present
in the same sample can be explained if we consider that
the heterogeneous nucleation of olivine crystals on
platinum fragments proceeds throughout the cooling.
Therefore, hopper shapes can nucleate late and directly
on a platinum fragments (V-shape) or as an overgrowth
on crystalline tablets (U-shape). The result is that the Vshaped crystals are generally smaller than U-shaped
grains within the same charge (Fig. 11A3 and B2).
Beginning of dendritic growth: baby swallowtail
morphology
Initiation of dendritic growth corresponds to the formation of overgrowths on the previously developed
hopper crystals. These overgrowths have a ‘‘half hopper
shape’’, and are always situated inside the cavity of the
hopper crystal. However, such an occurrence is not in

Fig. 11 Development of scenario for hopper shape. A Large
hopper crystals show all the development steps from tabular habit
(1) to hopper shape (2 and 3). The ﬂat bottom of the hole is due to
tabular growth stage. B If the tabular stage did not occur, only the
hopper morphology exists (1 and 2) and the hole has a pointed
shape

agreement with the so-called Berg eﬀect (1938). The
latter predicts that the growth of dendrites is highly favoured in regions that present the higher supersaturation
rate in chemical species. It is thus expected that dendrites
will preferentially develop on the corners of hopper
crystals. The ‘‘Berg eﬀect’’ has been conﬁrmed experimentally in the case of growth from low-temperature
solution (Kern 1953; Follenius 1959), and also from
silicate melt (high-temperature solution growth), notably for olivine (Kirkpatrick et al. 1981).
This apparent contradiction between our observations (Fig. 5) and the expected location for dendrites on
the basis of the Berg theory can be resolved if we consider that the parent hopper crystal grows faster than the
overgrowths. Indeed, if the dendritic overgrowths nucleate as expected in the corner of hopper crystals, and if
the hopper crystal grows faster than these overgrowths,
the latter are then trapped inside the cavity of the parent
hopper crystal. On the other hand, if overgrowths grow
faster than parent hopper crystal, the growth of the
hopper crystal is stopped. Thus, baby swallowtail crystals illustrate a competition process in the growth of
both dendrites and parent hopper crystals.
Figure 12 is a schematic illustration of such competition processes. The overgrowths (future dendrites) start
to grow on a very small (100) face situated just near the
corner of the cavity (Fig. 12A). When the hopper crystal
grows faster than the overgrowths, the growth of dendrite is impeded, as these crystals are not situated in an
optimal condition of growth (supersaturation) due to
the Berg eﬀect. Therefore, a new generation of overgrowths situated in the external part of the hopper appear (Fig. 12B). If the overgrowths grow faster than the
parent hopper crystal, the growth of the hopper crystal
stops in this region (Fig. 12B–D). This situation is

Fig. 12 Development of scenario for the dendritic morphology
which could result from a competition between hopper crystal and
overgrowths. A The overgrowth always commences on the external
corner of the hopper crystal. When hopper crystal grows faster
than overgrowth, this later stops its growth and a new generation
of overgrowth appears (B). B The new generation of overgrowth
grows faster than the hopper crystal and the growth of the hopper
crystal stops in the zone near overgrowths. The new generation
develops overgrowths as well. C As previously for overgrowth
hopper crystal, a competition develops between the old and the new
overgrowths. D Dendritic morphology results from the accumulation of overgrowths with a hopper shape
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observed in Fig. 5G, in which diﬀerent growth steps
have been reconstructed (Fig. 5H):

–
–

the hourglass shape ﬁrst develops (labelled 1 in
Fig. 5H),
a large overgrowth forms (labelled 2), followed by a
second generation of overgrowths (labelled 3) which
appears on the ﬁrst one.

The second generation of crystals prevents the
hourglass shape growing in this area, whereas the crystalline area of hourglass shape which is not in competition with overgrowths can grow (labelled 4). This
means that overgrowths and hopper crystal have different growth rates (and hence growth mechanisms) for
a given degree of undercooling. At the beginning of the
crystallisation process, the growth rate of hopper crystal
is higher than that of the overgrowth, while this order is
reversed later on during cooling.
The resulting dendrite morphology
The ﬁnal morphology of dendrite (swallowtail crystal)
corresponds to extended (010) lamellae that are very
thin. Dendrites are composed of ﬁbres and the latter are
slightly arching in the (010) plane. This macroscopic
geometry is clear in an SEM image (Fig. 7), as well as in
optical microscopy observations. Nevertheless, dendrites
extinguish homogeneously. This arching phenomenon
can be explained with Fig. 12. To a ﬁrst approximation,
a [101] ﬁbre (see Fig. 12D) is formed by the juxtaposition of several hopper crystals, whose average size decreases from the centre (parent hopper crystal) to the
periphery of the dendrite. These hopper crystals, lined
up to form a ﬁbre, are not in the same plane (Fig. 13).
Each new hopper crystal takes place inside a previous
one and then, a vicinal (010) face is formed. This interpretation accounts for the arched shape of the crystals.
When the parent hopper crystal is large, the cavity of
the crystal is large as well. Then, several sets of hopper
crystals can nucleate simultaneously and grow at the
same time inside the same cavity. This situation leads to
the formation of several (010) dendrite lamellae which
are parallel and which exhibit the same orientation. This
explains why all the parallel rods, observed in a thin
section by optical microscopy, have a common extinction. Therefore, sets of parallel rods (cross sections of
the dendrite lamellae) should be more frequently

Fig. 13 Schematic illustration showing the arching shape of a
dendritic ﬁbre

observed in rocks that are cooled quite slowly, as slow
cooling rate is the main condition to enhance the formation of large cavities in the [010] direction of the
hopper crystals.

Experimental tests of the dendrite morphology model
The model presented above implies that dendrites always correspond to the repetition in three dimensions of
the same unit, a hopper shape. This model is coherent
with the fact that dendritic olivine presents fractal dimension (Fowler et al. 1989) and is thus composed of
connected fractal objects. The size of hopper crystal
progressively decreases from the centre of the crystal to
the periphery of the dendrite, as the last generation of
hopper crystals has not the time to grow (Fig. 14A, step
b). Thus, in a speciﬁc series of experiments, we reheated
samples in order to enhance crystal growth (Fig. 14A,
step c) before quenching. This annealing treatment has
been carried out in order to increase the size of the
crystals at the tips of the dendrites. This experiment was
successful and the result is presented in Fig. 14C. Those
crystals clearly display a hopper shape. In an another set

Fig. 14 Experimental tests of the model. A Schematic illustration
of the experimental conditions. B Typical swallowtail crystal
obtained in constant cooling rate experiment (e.g. Fig. 6 A). C
Swallowtail crystal is re-heated below the liquidus temperature to
increase the size of the last unit of dendritic ﬁbres. Dendritic tips
display a hopper shape. D Swallowtail crystals re-heated in C then
cooled at constant rate in order to develop dendrites (circled area)
in the hopper shapes at the tips of the ﬁrst dendrites
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of experiments, the same samples were submitted to an
additional treatment with fast cooling rate (Fig. 14A,
step d). Figure 14D shows that under those conditions,
the newly former hopper crystals evolve toward dendritic shape as already observed for all parent hopper
crystals that form swallowtail shape.

Conclusion
The numerous experiments performed to grow olivine
crystals at various cooling rates and degrees of undercooling allow identiﬁcation of two types of growth
mechanisms, a steady-state regime under which polyhedral crystals are developed and a rapid growth regime
which eventually results in the formation of dendrites.
The rapid growth state is shown to be mainly inﬂuenced
by the degree of undercooling with minor inﬂuence of
the cooling rate. In response to the increased undercooling parameter, the morphology of rapid growth
evolves from tablet crystal to dendrites in the following
sequence: tablethopper crystal (hourglass shape)
incipient dendrite (baby swallowtail crystal)dendrite
(swallowtail morphology).
During the dendrite formation, these diﬀerent steps
are observed. However, this is not systematic and some
may be lacking, depending on the timing of nucleation
of tablet and hopper with regard to the beginning of the
formation of incipient dendrites (baby swallowtail
crystals). This study shows that the formation of dendrites relies on overgrowth of small hopper crystals, in
agreement with the fractal model proposed for olivine
dendrites (Fowler et al. 1989). These hopper crystals are
aligned in the [101] and [)101] directions, forming ﬁbres.
Several generations of hopper crystals are involved,
giving rise to several generations of ﬁbres. These diﬀerent generations of ﬁbres are shown to be in competition.
Complex heating treatments performed during the formation of dendrites clearly demonstrate that modulation
of the degree of undercooling during the growth of
dendrites modiﬁes the size of the peripheral hopper
crystal which forms the ﬁbres.
These variations of hopper or dendrite olivine shapes
with regard to the normal morphologies (none annealed
hopper or dendrite crystals) obtained in dynamic crystallization experiments could allow the petrologist to
determine the complex thermal history of some volcanic
rocks such as pillow-lavas (Faure et al., in preparation).
However, it is important to keep in mind that even if
olivine morphologies in these experiments are similar to
morphologies observed in rocks, absolute cooling rate
estimates for the rocks is strongly dependant of presence
(or absence) of nuclei at the initiation of cooling
(Schiﬀman and Lofgren 1982). Therefore, the pre-eruptive history of the magma must be know before.
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